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Abstract — With the increase of subjects, relational risk of innovation alliance of heterogeneous subjects has increasingly 
become the core problem which affects innovation efficiency and benefits. Based on two categories of heterogeneous subjects' 
characteristics, existence of a third category which is used for balancing the relational risk of innovation alliance with 
heterogeneous subjects is proposed. Taking Green Lighting Industry Innovation Consortium in Jiangxi Province as an 
example and referring to the thought of extension matter-element method, this paper constructs matter-element assessment 
model and conducts empirical research in order to confirm that it does exist the third categories of heterogeneous subjects' 
characteristics  which are factors of relation risk or not. The result shows : Relational risk level of Green Lighting Industry 
Innovation Consortium of Jiangxi Province is relatively high, which conforms to the actual risk conditions of the alliance. In 
the process of assessing the relation risk, it does exist the third categories of heterogeneous subjects' characteristics which 
ensure that the heterogeneous subjects of innovation alliance exists . Meanwhile, by comparing a single factor with the 
comprehensive factors, it is found that the level of fairness inside the innovation alliance must be valued at first in order to 
manage and control the relational risk of innovation alliance. Perception of members inside the alliance on fairness level is of 
great importance to relation risks in innovation alliances.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
  

Innovation alliances are established on the premise of 
risk and benefit sharing. It takes knowledge innovation as 
its carrier and is based on characteristics of subjects’ 
heterogeneity, thus there are clear divisions for alliance 
members. The innovation alliance can comprehensively 
arrange subject resources, weaken the risks and improve 
innovation revenue. To cope with variability of the 
market, integrate various resources, share the risks as 
much as possible, concentrate resources and energies for 
innovation and improve innovation efficiency and 
benefits, innovation alliance are increasingly diversified. 
The relationship among them has evolved into multiple 
relationships from the simple binary relation. Subjects 
which are involved comprise of government, industry, 
colleges and universities (scientific researches), financial 
institutions, scientific intermediaries, industry 
associations and even users. Different innovation 
subjects has different interest demands. They will 
provide different resources so as to participate in the 
innovation alliance and share the benefits of the 
innovation alliance. Different subjects are mutually allied, 
and different alliances are mutually combined, which 
present a crossed reticular development trend.  

With increase of subjects, the obstruction of subject 
heterogeneity against innovation alliance’s collaboration 
is gradually obvious. Demonstration, free-riding, 
occupation of resources of the other parties and even 
quitting from the alliance due to unfair distribution 
appear, which have caused serious threat to stability of 
alliances. In China, enterprise innovation demands are 
matched with innovation supplies of universities through 
the industry-university-research mode (or cooperation or 
alliance), and more intermediary organizations 
participate in providing more innovation supplies later, 

but only less than 10% of enterprises have cooperation 
with universities. Effective industry-university-research 
still can not be realized. One important reason is that 
heterogeneity exists in the cooperation and asymmetry 
exists among alliance members [1].  

Therefore, how to clearly understand the relational 
risk generated from the alliance among heterogeneous 
innovation alliances becomes quite important.  

 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

  
Interaction among alliance subjects forms relations 

among them. Heterogeneous subjects’ characteristics can 
trigger the relational risk of the alliance, while the 
relational risk among subjects can affect stability of the 
innovation alliance, efficiency and benefit of innovation. 
Das & Teng considered that the relational risk originates 
from the interaction among “alliance enterprises”, which 
referred to the possibility of being unable to achieve 
effective cooperation and possible results which are 
brought about[2]. Xu Rui[3] and Yu Xudan[4] considered 
that the relational risk was the direct result of 
participating in the alliance. If a subject did not 
participate in alliances, it would not confront the 
relational risk. Bruhn proposed that cooperative projects 
in the industry-university-research alliance were mostly 
from the interdisciplinary field and effective 
communication between researchers and enterprise 
managers was deficient, thus unequal rights and 
responsibilities and undefined expectations appeared 
inside the alliance. As a result, conflicts and discordance 
inside the alliance were triggered, which resulted in 
disintegration and instability of the alliance [5]. Xin 
Aifang pointed out that four circumstances in 
industry-university-research cooperation would bring 
about cooperation risks, including differences of 
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cooperative organization[6]. Since subjects’ heterogeneity 
in the innovation alliance can trigger the relational risk, 
while the relational risk can endanger existence of the 
alliance and cooperation efficiency, it is necessary to 
understand relational risk of the heterogeneous subjects’ 
innovation alliance.  

Risk Theory considers that alliance is a strategic 
selection of an enterprise to make up for its defects at the 
price of undertaking relational risk when the risk or 
resource and capacity demands are beyond the limitation 
which can be or intends to be undertaken by the 
enterprise[7]. Cognition of scholars on relational risk in  
innovation alliances with heterogeneous subjects starts 
from the source. Xiong Li etc. divided collaborative 
innovation risks into horizontal collaborative innovation 
risk like the one between the enterprise and university 
and longitudinal collaborative innovation risk like the 
one between the enterprise and the customer based on the 
perspective of collaborative innovation realization 
approach[8]. Chen Wei etc. divided cooperation 
innovation risks into exogenous risk and endogenous risk 
based on that Sun Yuzhong[9] divided cooperation 
innovation alliance risks into extroverted risk and 
introverted risk. They considered that with constant 
expansion of network size, the offset or digested risks 
were mainly exogenous through cooperation, while the 
endogenous risks became gradually prominent in the 
process of cooperation. The destructive effect of 
endogenous risks is much greater than that of exogenous 
risks. Prevention of endogenous risks has great 
significance on risk management for cooperation 
innovation network[10]. With intersection of disciplinary 
study, innovation alliance presents a reticular 
development trend and even alliance combination 
appears. According to the definition of relational risk 
defined by Das and Teng, relational risk comes from 
inside of the alliance. Industry-university-research 
cooperation innovation network is a complicated system, 
thus its endogenous risk is the relational risk. Since 
existence of diversity and difference among subjects, the 
relational risk is inevitable in alliances.  

Parkhe should be the pioneer who studied subject’s 
heterogeneity at the earliest. In the research on strategic 
alliance, he proposed that difference in some properties 
or dimensions might exist among the enterprises which 
participated in the strategic alliance. He defined this 
difference as “heterogeneity among alliance subjects”[11]. 
Based on their understanding on “subject heterogeneity” 
of Parkhed, Liang Liang and Chen Jin considered that 
subjects’ heterogeneity was the difference and the degree 
of  diversification among two or more organizations in 
knowledge, technology, capacity and other resources in 
open innovation alliance[12]. After knowing subjects’ 
heterogeneity, some researchers try to think the 
relationship between subjects’ heterogeneity and 
innovation performance. Zhong Wuya considered that 
property of the operation subjects played a leading role in 
efficiency of the operation mode and the heterogeneous 
operation subjects had great significance on operation 
performance of the platform by carding the relationship 
between innovative subject heterogeneity and operation 
mode of innovation platform from the perspective of 
subject heterogeneity of innovation platform[13]-[15]. Liu 

Keyin etc. investigated the cooperative innovation 
mechanism from heterogeneous elements matching, and 
the relationship between heterogeneous elements 
matching and innovation performance based on three 
dimensions: the complementary of heterogeneous 
resources, the compatible of heterogeneous capability 
and the coordinate of heterogeneous activeness[16]. From 
heterogeneous elements matching to investigating 
cooperation innovation performance is the original 
intention of innovation alliances, but heterogeneous 
elements matching probably affect relation risk directly 
not innovation performance. The relationship between 
heterogeneous elements and innovation performance is 
indirect. So it is necessary to investigate the relationship 
between heterogeneous elements matching and relation 
risk.  

Utilizing quantitative method to measure those 
realized relationship of innovation alliance with 
heterogeneous subjects can more vividly and specifically 
show the relationship between subjects’ heterogeneity 
and relational risk in innovation alliance, and also can 
show that the relationship between subjects’ 
heterogeneity and innovation efficiency of the innovation 
alliance to the practice circle. Researchers respectively 
constructed risk assessment index systems for 
cooperation innovation, they used the method of set pair 
analysis[17], the method of fuzzy mathematics[18]-[19], the 
risk matrix and Monte Carlo simulation method[20]to 
assess the comprehensive innovation risks so as to show 
more clear cognizance of the level of innovation risk 
among heterogeneous subjects in innovation alliances for 
risk managements. These above research referring to 
innovation risk not relation risk, but these research give 
us inspirations to assess relation risk. Our research based 
on the subjects’ heterogeneity theory, construct index 
system, and use a kind of suitable but different method to 
assess relation risk in innovation alliances considering of 
the subjects’ heterogeneity.   
 

III. CONSTRUCTION OF EXTENSION 
MATTER-ELEMENT ASSESSMENT MODEL FOR 

RELATIONAL RISK IN THE INNOVATION 
ALLIANCE WITH HETEROGEOUS SUBJECTS 

 
A. Extension Matter-Element Assessment Model for 
Relational Risk in the Innovation Alliance with 
Heterogeneous Subjects 
 
    Extenics was founded by the Chinese scholar Cai 
Wen in 1983. It adopts formalized tools to study and 
analyze the rules and methods for solving problems from 
the qualitative and quantitative perspectives [21]. Basic 
idea of extension matter-element assessment is that: 
firstly, is comment collection constructed on the basis of 
the relational risk influencing factor index system in  
innovation alliance with heterogeneous subjects, the 
relational risk in the innovation alliance is divided into 
several levels and the value range of each level is 
determined; and then, the extension matter-element 
model for the relational risk comprehensive assessment is 
constructed; finally, the comprehensive risks are assessed 
according to the extension theory.  
   The matter-element concept is the fundamental cell 
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which organically combines the quality and quantity of 
the assessment object. It puts “matter, characteristics and 
value” into a unity and describes them from the 
qualitative and quantitative perspectives. According to 
the comprehensive assessment index of the relational risk 
factors of the heterogeneous subject innovation alliance, 
a comprehensive assessment multi-dimension 
matter-element model combining quality and quantity for 
the relational risk in the innovation alliance can be 
established.  
   Assuming that R represents matter-element, M 
represents matter, C represents characteristic and V(X) 
represents the value of characteristics, then R = (M，C，
V(X)). Assuming that there are 10 relational risk factors, 
these factors serve as the risk assessment indexes and 
will be represented by C1, C2, … C9, C10. Each 
assessment index has 5 risk levels, thus the classical 
matter-element model ojR  for the relational risk is as 
follows:  
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Wherein, j refers to the risk level, j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, thus 

each risk level has a corresponding classical 
matter-element.  ojkojkojk baV ,  refers to the value 

range of the assessment index Ck on the risk level j, k = 1, 

2, …, 10. The value range allowed by the relational risk 

comprehensive assessment index of the heterogeneous 

subject innovation alliance forms the matter-element 

model, which is referred to as “extensional field” and 

represented by Rp.  
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Wherein, Np refers to all relational risk levels of the 

heterogeneous subject innovation alliance, 
 pkpkpk baV , refers to the value range of the risk factor 

index Ck in Np, pkojk VV  .  

   According to the score of research experts involved 

in examples of heterogeneous subject innovation 

alliances, the result is expressed by the following 

matter-element model R.  
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wherein, N refers to relational risk level of the innovation 

alliance, vk refers to the value of the kth index of the 

innovation alliance.  
 
B. Relational Risk Influencing Factors of the 
Innovation Alliance with Heterogeneous Subjects 
    
Based on literature and experts, Relational risk 
influencing factors of the heterogeneous innovation 
alliance mainly comprise as follows: control method(c1), 
specific resource input(c2), information asymmetry(c3), 
contract risk(c4), common interests of alliance(c5), 
relation quality(c6), fairness level of alliance(c7), alliance 
range(c8), cultural difference among partners(c9), 
absorbing and learning capacity(c10).  
 
C. Extend Matter-Element Assessment Procedures 
for Relational Risk in the Innovation Alliance with 
Heterogeneous Subjects 
  
  To assess the relational risk of the heterogeneous 
subject innovation alliance needs the following steps[22-23]. 
Step1: Establishing a correlation function between the 
matter-element matrix of the relational risk and classical 
matter-element matrix of the heterogeneous subject 
innovation alliance; step2: determining the weight 
coefficient of each index; step3: calculating the 
comprehensive risk level by matrix multiplication 
according to the correlation function in step1 and the 
weight coefficient in step2.  
   Step I: Calculating the “proximity”of the 
matter-element model R to the classical field of the 
matter-element model by extending the concept of 
“distance” in the functions of real variable into the 
concept of “proximity” and extending the qualitative 
description on relational risk in the heterogeneous subject 
innovation alliance into the foundation of quantitative 
analysis. There are many methods to calculate the 
“proximity”. In practical calculation of the “proximity”, 
different calculation methods need to be selected 
according to the features of the indexes. The primary 
correlation function in extenics is adopted herein. 

ojkV and pkV respectively refer to the range of classical 
matter-element field and the range of extensional field, 

pkojk VV   and vk refers to the data point.  
    Assuming that: ),( ojkk Vvp  refers to the distance 
between the point vk and the range ojkV , namely, the 
proximity; ),( pkk Vvp refers to the distance between vk and 
the range pkV , namely, the proximity between them. 
Wherein:  
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    Step II: Establish the correlation function between 
relational risk factor index in the heterogeneous subject 
innovation alliance and the risk level on the basis of the 
proximity:  
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)( kj vK  is referred to as the correlation function of the 

kth risk factor index ck in regard to the jth level of risk.  
    Step III: Determining the weight of relational risk 
index of the heterogeneous subject innovation alliance. 
The common method to determine weight comprises 
qualitative expert consultation method and quantitative 
weighting method, such as entropy evaluation method 
and analytic hierarchy process. Besides, there are 
methods which combine the expert consultation method 
and weighting method, such as expert consultation 
analytic hierarchy process[24]. Furthermore, there are 
methods which combine the standard deviation and 
analytic hierarchy process in consideration of subjective 
and objective factors of weighting[25]. Weight of the 
assessment index can also be determined by variable 
weight theory in consideration of importance degree of 
each factor[26]. In consideration of the great influence of 
weight of the assessment index on the assessment result 
and that different influencing factors have different effect 
degrees, the index weight will be determined by the 
variable weight theory hereby.  
 For the assessment value )10,,2,1( ivi  of the 

assessment index ci (i = 1, 2, … , 10) of the 

heterogeneous subject innovation alliance, make:  

},max{max ipmpmii vbavd  .    . . (6); 

},min{min ipmpmii vbavd  . .  .    (7) 

The weight of ci is wi, and 
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Wherein,  is the variable weight coefficient. When 

 >0, it indicates that the decision maker pays more 

attention to the positive aspect of the factors but not the 

negative aspect; when 0 , the conditions are on the 

contrary. 0  refers to the constant weight. 1 is 

hereby adopted since it is the assessment of risk.  

Step IV: Calculating the relational risk level of the 

heterogeneous subject innovation alliance. Li xiaofeng 

and Xu Jiuping [22-23] consider that the correlation degree 
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 , namely, the risk level to which the 

maximum value belongs is used for determining the level 

of assessment object. This method is utilized in the 

practice of measuring technical innovation risk and 

comprehensive risk. Wu Chunyou[26] and Qian Hang[27] 
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to determine the level of the assessment object. The 

relational risk level of the heterogeneous subject 

innovation alliance is hereby calculated by means of the 

latter. The relational risk level of the heterogeneous 

subject innovation alliance and deviation inside the level 

are judged by assuming the value of *j :  
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IV. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS BASED ON GREEN 

LIGHTING INDUSTRY INNOVATION 
CONSORTIUM OF JIANG PROVINCE 

 
    The green light industry, as one of the ten strategic 
emerging industries in Jiangxi province, possesses 
advanced domestic and overseas scientific technology 
and leading enterprises, but the differences among 
enterprises in the industry are great and there is great 
discrepancy in development strength. The supports 
between leading enterprises and small enterprises in the 
industry are less. Leading enterprises usually seek for 
supports out of Jiangxi province and even cross the 
border. The industrial cluster development by promoting 
small enterprises in the industry through the leading 
enterprises is very slow. Existing leading enterprises 
mainly comprise: Lianovation Optoelectronic 
Technology, Lattice Power and Jinko.  
    Lianovation Optoelectronic Technology, one of the 
leading enterprises, was founded in June 1999 and listed 
on market in Shanghai Stock Exchange in March 2001 
with a registered capital of RMB 443, 476, 750. Main 
business of the company comprises LED materials, 
devices, LED backlight and semiconductor lighting 
products; wires and cables. Main R&D projects at 
present: key packaging technology research and 
industrialization of power-type high-reliability LED 
devices without hidden lines (cooperation unit: Jiangxi 
Yuanrong Optoelectronic, Zhejiang University etc. ); 
medium and high-end intelligent pressure sensor; 
high-temperature superconductor induction heater 
(cooperation unit: Shanghai Institute of Electrical 
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Engineering of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, 
Shanghai Superconductor Technology Co. , Ltd. etc. ); 
research on transparent substrate LED packaging 
filament without hidden lines, which can replace tungsten 
filament and be used in LED lamps as the light source. 
Cooperation between Lianovation Optoelectronic 
Technology and other enterprises such as Lattice Power 
and Jinko on some businesses: Lianovation 
Optoelectronic Technology uses the chips of Lattice 
Power; Lianovation Optoelectronic Technology and 
Lattice Power once drafted the local standards for green 
lighting industry together; Lianovation Optoelectronic 
Technology once cooperated with Nanchang University 
in Lattice Power. In 2014, under the support of Jiangxi 
Provincial Government, Lianovation Optoelectronic 
Technology built an industrial collaboration innovation 
platform: Jiangxi Lianrong Collaborative Innovation of 
New Light Source Co. , Ltd. Registered capital of the 
company is RMB80, 000, 000, which was jointly 
contributed by Lianovation Optoelectronic Technology 
Co. , Ltd. and famous enterprises in LED industry. The 
company is mainly engaged in packaging of LED devices 
for semiconductor lighting, various novel components 
and parts, R&D, production and sales of innovative 
lighting source product technology. It belongs to the first 
batch of collaborative innovation enterprises approved by 
Jiangxi province. The innovation platform mainly 
conducts long-term and stable cooperation with Zhejiang 
University, Shanghai Jiaotong University and Nanjing 
University.  
    Step I: Matter-element Model R for Green Lighting 
Industry Innovation Consortium of Jiangxi Province and 
Classical Field of the Matter-element Model 

To effectively assess the relational risk of 
heterogeneous subject innovation alliance, the relational 
risk level is divided into 5 grades on combination of the 
actual conditions of Green Lighting Industry Innovation 
Consortium of Jiangxi Province. They are respectively: 
very low (cooperation among the members is 
harmonious), low (cooperation and communication 
among members are difficult but can be easily 
conquered), normal (cooperation and communication 
among members are general), high (communication and 
negotiation are required for a long time) and very high 
(relations among the members are harsh, and the alliance 
is nearly confronted with disintegration). The value range 
of the factor index Ck is respectively: (0, 1), (1, 2), (2, 3), 
(3, 4) and (4, 5). experts from the Green Lighting 
Industry Innovation Consortium of Jiangxi Province are 
invited to respectively score for 10 indexes of the 
relational risk. The assessment value is vi. The classical 
field and extensional field models for the relational risk 
level are as follows:  
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    According to the score given by the experts, 

assessment value corresponding to the relational risk 

factor index of the Green Lighting Industry Innovation 

Consortium of Jiangxi Province can be expressed by the 

matter-element matrix that: 
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    Step II: Calculating the relational risk correlation 

matrix of the Green Lighting Industry Innovation 

Consortium of Jiangxi Province 

According to formula (3), (4) and (5), the 
correlation matrix  )( kj vKK  between the relational risk 

factor index of the Green Lighting Industry Innovation 

Consortium of Jiangxi Province and each risk level is 

calculated. The results are as follows:  






















































3634.01241.0167.03246.04175.0

3611.01154.015.01418.0425.0

8.07333.06.02.03333.0

3214.00556.005.03667.0525.0

375.01667.025.01667.0375.0

47.02933.006.00536.04.0

58.044.016.02353.029.0

4.03333.02.04128.051.0

33.033.0335.05566.06675.0

875.08333.075.05.05.0

)( 510kj vK

    Step III: Calculating the weight coefficient of the 

relational risk factors of the Green Lighting Industry 

Innovation Consortium of Jiangxi Province.  

Pursuant to formula (6), (7) and (8), the weight 

coefficient of the relational risk factors of the innovation 
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consortium can be calculated that 

,2083.0,0972.0,0396.0,1713.0.0204.0,0038.0(
)1481.0,1394.0,0026.0,1703.0 .  

Step IV: Calculating the relational risk level of the 

Green Lighting Industry Innovation Consortium of 

Jiangxi Province 

Based on formula (9), (10) and (11), It can be 

obtained that:  

)3119.0,0100.0,0500.0,3012.0,2907.0()( RjK . The 

value of the relational risk level 3657.3* j . It can be seen 

that the comprehensive level of the relational risk in the 

Green Lighting Industry Innovation Consortium of 

Jiangxi Province is within 4 but inclined to 3, thus the 

relational risk level is high. This conclusion is basically 

matched with the characteristic of the Green Lighting 

Industry Innovation Consortium of Jiangxi Province at 

present. Innovation characteristics of the Green Lighting 

Industry of Jiangxi Province currently comprise: the 

innovation power is insufficient, the high-input and 

high-risk projects are inclined to be conservative; 

competition inside the industry is larger than cooperation, 

generic technology research has no substantial progress; 

interest relationship among the innovation subjects is 

hard to coordinate; financing services fall behind, 

innovation funds mainly rely on the government and 

leading enterprises, the government and financial 

institutions prefer to support projects with obvious 

benefits in a short term but neglect some projects with 

potentials.   

   Deduction I:  

Using )(max)(
1

RKRK j
nj

jo


 to calculate the level of single 

risk indexes of the relational risk in the innovation 

alliance, then the following can be obtained:  

)()()( 12111
* vKvKvK  )()( 212

* vKvK  )()( 333
* vKvK 

)()( 424
* vKvK  )()( 535

* vKvK  )()( 636
* vKvK  )()( 747

* vKvK 

)()( 818
* vKvK  )()( 939

* vKvK  )()( 10310
* vKvK  .  

According to the computing results, there will 

compare the comprehensive relation risk level and the 

single factor relation risk level, and we get the following 

table I. 

    

TABLE I.  COMPASON RESULT OF THE COMPREHENSIVE FACTORS AND THE SINGLE FACTOR 

Items 
Comprehen- 
sive factors

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 

Value of 
Risk Level 

4 1or2 1 3 2 3 3 4 1 3 3 

Risk 
Level 

High Low 
Very 
low 

Normal Low Low Normal High Low Normal Normal 

 
    It can be seen that from table I: (1)the risk level of 
comprehensive factors is high, but the risk level of single 
factors mostly are normal or low. The comparison shows 
that subjects involving a wide range in innovation 
alliance are diversified and heterogeneous. It has the 
characteristics of having complicated subject 
collaboration, non-liner relation evolution, complex risk 
problems in the process of collaboration, prominent 
relational risks, numerous and overlapped relational risk 
influencing factors. Numerous influencing factors will be 
mutually offset or overlapped after putting in the entire 
complex system. (2)Among those factors, only the risk 
level of fairness level of alliance c7 is the same to risk 
level of comprehensive factors. Others are lower than the 
comprehensive factors do. Based on actual conditions, it 
is found that in the Green Lighting Industry Innovation 
Consortium of Jiangxi Province, both the government 
and the intermediary institutions focus on large 
enterprises but neglect the small ones. The functions of 
industrial associations played in the industry are little. In 
the entire alliance, more disclosure rights are given to the 
leading enterprises, thus other subjects have unfairness 

perceptions in different degrees. As a result, fairness 
inside alliance shall be managed and controlled first in 
order to manage and control relational risks in the 
process of innovation alliance with the heterogeneous 
subjects. Perception of members inside the alliance on 
fairness level is quite important for stability of the 
alliance.  

Deduction II: use the green lighting industry of 
Jiangxi province as a case, according to the heterogeneity 
theory, we assess risk level of different category of  
heterogeneous characteristics factors in order to confirm 
that it does exist the third type of heterogeneous 
characteristics factors or not which affect the level of 
innovation alliance’ relation risk.  

According to the conception of Heterogeneous 
characteristics, Parkph classified the heterogeneous 
characteristics into two categories: the one is producing 
by the motivation of setting up the innovation alliance, 
those characteristics emphasis the complement which is 
helpful of setting up the innovation alliance and restrain 
relation risk; the other one is due to the differences 
among innovation subjects which probably affect 
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cooperation and may enhance relation risk. This research 
set a hypothesis that it is possible for innovation alliance 
to has the third category of heterogeneous characteristics 
factors which balance the before two categories, such as: 
common interest of alliance, information asymmetry, the 
way of control, the level of fairness in alliances. The 
third category affect relation risk in alliances. Among 
these factors, special resource input c2 and absorbing and 
learning ability(c10)belong to the first category, these two 
factors restrain relation risk in innovation alliances; 
information asymmetry(c3)and cultural difference among 
partners(c9)belong to the second category which magnify 
relation risk in innovation alliances; the others belong to 
the third one which balances the first category of 
heterogeneous characteristics factors and the second one. 
Meanwhile, there are complicate relationship among the 
factors in the third category. Above is the three-category 
result. If classify those characteristics factors into two 
categories as before, special resource inputs(c2)and 
absorbing and learning ability(c10)belong to the first 
category, and the others belong to the second one.  

After classification of those heterogeneous 
characteristics factors in innovation alliance based on the 
three-category and the two-category. Then we will use 
the method of extend matter-element assessment assess 
the level of risk respectively, and then compare the 

results from different classifications.  
Following is the computational process taking on 

the first type from the three-category classification as the 
example. The others will not be described hereafter.  

The classical field is <0, 5>, and the assessment 

value Vi=(3. 67, 2. 67). The correlation function matrix 

between risk factors and risk levels take the sequence of 

corresponding influencing factors and obtain 









0.3634-0.1241-0.1670.3246-0.4175-

0.330.33-0.335-0.55660.6675 .  

The weight coefficient of this type of relational risk 

factors is calculated based on formula (6), (7) and (8), 

)8808.0,1192.0(w . Multiplying the weight with the 

correlation function herein and obtaining that 
)28075.0,06997.0,107162.0,35225.0,28817.0()( Rk j . 

According to formula (9), (10) and (11), 338.3*
1 j . 

Similarly, it can be obtained that 198.3*
2 j and 0792.3*

3 j . 

Calculating results of the comprehensive risks level and  

various risk factors are listed in the following table.  

 

TABLE II.  ASSESSMENT RESULTS BASED ON THE THREE-CATEGORY CLASSIFICATION 
Items Comprehensive factors First-type Factors Second-type Factors Third-type Factors

Value of Risk Level 3. 3657 3. 338 3. 198 3. 0792
Risk Level High High High High 

 

Similarly, it can be obtained that the assessment 

result based on the two-category. That is: 338.3*
1 j ，

2.7983*
2 j , the value of comprehensive factors still is : 

6573.3* j . So we can get Table 3 as follow.  

 

TABLE III.  ASSESSMENT RESULTS BASED ON THE TWO-CATEGORY CLASSIFICATION 

Items Comprehensive factors First-type Factors Second-type Factors 
Value of Risk Level 3. 3657 3. 338 2. 7983 

Risk Level High High General 

 
Comparing Table II and Table III, it can be seen that 

the level of relation risk heterogeneous characteristics 
factors in the Green Lighting Industry Innovation 
Consortium of Jiangxi Province is high. Based on the 
three-category classification, the three categories owned 
the same risk level as the comprehensive factors does. 
But based on the two-category classification the risk 
level of the second category is normal that is quiet 
different from the comprehensive factors’ risk level 
which is high. Considering of this point, it can make 
conclusion from this comparison that it is reasonable to 
classify those heterogeneous characteristic factors into 
three categories because the results has no level 
difference and the inner difference in the same level 
mainly come from the experts’ subjective ad justice. At 
the other hand, seen from the three-category assessment 
results, the innovation alliance should pay attention to the 
complements of heterogeneous subjects. The innovation 
alliance should retain complement on resources, ability, 
knowledge and so on. Driven by economic benefits, 

complement among resources, capacities and technical 
patents is much better than promotion of the government. 

 
  

IV. VALUE, INNOVATION, AND INSUFFICIENCY 
OF THIS RESEARCH 

  
  Firstly, comparing with research as before which 
classified heterogeneous characteristics into two 
categories: the one type is to promote the alliance to set 
up and develop; the other type is to hinder the setting up 
of the alliance and operation. This research shows us that 
there exists the third type which is to balance the first 
two types according to the empirical result and 
comparison. The third type which make the innovation 
alliance to survive is separated from the second type in 
two-category classification. Even if a innovation alliance 
is not effective, there still has the third type of 
heterogeneous characteristic factors.  
   Secondly, innovation alliance is an advanced alliance 
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mode, thus its subjects involving a wide range are 
diversified and heterogeneous. It has the characteristics 
of having complicated subject collaboration, non-liner 
relation evolution, complex risk problems in the process 
of collaboration, prominent relational risks, numerous 
and overlapped relational risk influencing factors. It is 
unscientific to generally establish direct relations 
between innovation risks and relational risks, innovation 
risks is quite different from relation risk. So this research 
put assessment of the comprehensive factors and the one 
of single factors together to compare, it is helpful for risk 
management experts to know the difference between 
relation risks and innovation risk.  
   The third, this research has some limits. Sample for 
this research only focus on Green Lighting Industry in 
Jiangxi Province. So the conclusion we got affects the 
availability of externalization to some degree. In the 
future, we will try to do some research based on more 
bigger scales so as to confirm this research’s conclusion.  
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